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FEATURE

Controlling Costs of a Construction Project 
By Controlling Contract Business Terms and 
Conditions

Ron Risner, MBA
If your organization is contemplating a construction 
project or has an ongoing large capital construction 
initiative you can add value and save money for your 
organization by performing a contract review of the 
business terms and conditions. 

Introduction

 One of the main lines of defense in controlling 
the cost of a construction project is to ensure that 
the business terms and conditions of the contract 
favor your organization (the Owner) and not the 
general contractor.  Before signing a construction 
contract it is important to agree with the contractor 
as to what is and is not reimbursable rather than 
attempting to negotiate differences midstream or 
upon closing the contract.
 What are these business terms and conditions?  
They can be defined as clauses found in the contract 
which affect the cost of the work (i.e. those costs 
that the Owner has agreed to pay the contractor as 
part of constructing the project).  As the auditor, you 
may be saying that your company’s executive group, 
construction staff, or legal team are responsible for 
the verbiage in the contract and that it’s not your job 
to review the language.   You may also be saying that 
you aren’t an attorney and therefore aren’t qualified 
to determine the terms and conditions.  While such 
thoughts may be partially accurate, what we’re 
talking about is common sense terms and conditions 
anyone with appropriate training can utilize.  This 
article will serve as a helpful primer to introduce 
auditors to some of the important terminology 
commonly found in construction contracts, with an 
eye towards controlling costs.  Remember, what we 
are addressing is not the “legalese” of the contract, 
but those business terms and conditions that your 
legal staff or the construction staff often ignore or 
leave out of the contract documents all together.  In 
some cases it may be that these persons are not 
seasoned enough regarding the standards of the 
construction industry and are unaware of what is 

and is not typically reimbursable.   In some cases 
the definition of cost of work is not specific enough.  
And, in the worst of situations, your organization 
may have elected to have the general contractor or 
construction manager draft the agreement or to use 
one of their standard contracts; in this case you can 
be assured that the terms and conditions will always 
favor the contractor.  Allowing the contractor to write 
the contract will usually rob your organization’s 
ability to control the business terms and conditions. 

Applicability of the Type of Contract Used 

 Most construction contracts fall into one 
of three categories: lump sum or fixed fee, cost 
plus, or guaranteed maximum contracts; being 
knowledgeable about the makeup of each of these 
types is the first step in controlling costs.

Lump Sum Agreement

 If your organization’s construction agreement is 
a lump sum or fixed fee contract you may be thinking 
it doesn’t matter how the cost of work is defined.  
In a lump sum contract the contractor assumes 
the risk for bringing the project in under the price 
of the signed agreement.  If the contractor’s costs 
exceed the contract value they have no recourse but 
to absorb the additional costs.  In most lump sum 
contracts the contractor does not attach individual 
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invoices each month; he/she is paid each month 
based on a percentage of completion.  
 Still, there are important factors to keep in 
mind in a lump sum situation.  If change orders are 
executed, the contractor can typically add a markup 
to the change order to cover additional general 
condition costs (if they are fixed).  If the project 
has cost overruns, there are disputes between 
the Owner and the contractor, or the final payment 
needs to be negotiated to close out the project (for 
whatever reason) then the business terms and 
conditions become important.  Why?  Because one 
of the ways to settle disputes with a contractor is to 
exercise the right to audit the books and records of 
the contractor and one of the areas you will need to 
review is reimbursable costs.  When you audit the 
books and records you may find general condition 
or other expenses billed to the job which would not 
normally be included in the cost of work.  And, if 
the contractor had not charged non reimbursable 
expenses to the job then the overrun may never 
have occurred.  Therefore it’s important even in a 
lump sum situation to define what is reimbursable 
or non reimbursable.  

Guaranteed Maximum Price Contract

 For a guaranteed maximum price contract 
(GMP or GMAX) the business terms and conditions 
become even more important.  By definition, the 
contractor guarantees that they will complete 
the project within a predetermined cost.  If the 
contractor is able to complete the project for less 
than the guaranteed amount then the contractor 
and the Owner split the savings on a pro rata 
predetermined basis (generally anywhere from 
50-50 to 80-20 with the Owner typically taking the 
lion’s share).  In this situation the contractor and 
the Owner share the cost risk, thus they both have 
an incentive to keep the cost down.  Therefore, it is 
important that the business terms and conditions 
be explicitly stated in the contract documents.  
For every dollar not billed to the job it will be one 
less dollar the Owner has to pay.  Plus, the Owner 
and contractor will receive their pro rata share of 
savings.     
 With a GMP contract the Owner should expect 
the contractor’s payment application to be backed 
up with appropriate general condition invoices.  It 
is during the monthly approval process that those 
items not included in the cost of work definition can 
be disallowed by the Owner.  In a GMP contract it 
behooves the Owner to review the cost ledger of the 
contractor before the contract is closed out to be 

certain that the contractor’s total costs agree with 
the final project billing received by the Owner.  At 
stake is the final cost the Owner must pay, as well as 
any shared savings.  

Cost Plus Contracts

 Cost plus contracts shift the risk and 
responsibility from the contractor to the Owner, thus 
it’s extremely important that reimbursement terms 
have been clearly articulated.  Monthly payment 
applications submitted by the contractor to the 
Owner should include detailed documentation 
(including subcontractor invoices) before being 
reimbursed.  With the “right” business terms and 
conditions in place this is the Owner’s opportunity 
to control costs.

Business Terms and Conditions That Can Be 
Controlled

 Now that we understand the importance of 
having appropriate terms and conditions based 
upon the type of contract, let’s look at specific terms 
and conditions which can be included to favor the 
Owner.  If your project’s contract has already been 
signed it may be too late to apply these terms and 
conditions without reading the contract.  However, 
hopefully you’ll be able to save on future capital 
expenditure construction projects.  
  Preconstruction Expenses: Before breaking 
ground the contractor often encounters costs 
which are called “preconstruction expenses”.  
These expenses often include “soft costs” such as 
surveys, soil tests, permits, legal fees, travel, and 
moving costs for the contractor’s personnel.  The 
total for preconstruction costs is often on a not 
to exceed (NTE) basis.  In order to validate these 
costs the contractor should maintain a separate 
cost account or ledger; however, this often does 
not occur.  Occasionally, contractor’s bill the Owner 
the NTE amount as a lump sum but also include 
some of the soft costs in the construction general 
conditions.  This means the Owner may pay twice 
for the same expense.  The contract language 
should clearly address how the contractor should 
account for preconstruction costs.  As for travel 
and relocation costs, the Owner may want to use 
their own corporate policies as part of the contract 
documents as contractor’s rates are often more 
liberal.
 Small Tools:  In the construction industry it is 
normally assumed that the contractor already owns 
small tools such as hammers, saws, ladders, and 
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wheelbarrows which they carry from job to job and 
which will not be billed to the Owner.  It is important 
that the contract documents state that the Owner 
will not pay for small tools.  In fact, if may be helpful 
to further define that any tool less than a set dollar 
limit (such as $250) will not be paid for by the 
Owner. 
 Equipment Rental Costs:  Many contractors do 
not maintain an inventory of large equipment (i.e., 
bulldozers to cranes to bobcats) needed for their 
construction projects.  To fill this gap they often rent 
equipment from local dealers.  Typically these rental 
costs are passed through to the Owner via the 
monthly invoicing process.  If the contractor does 
own the equipment they typically also bill their costs 
through to the Owner.  It is important to determine 
the market rate at which they pass through these 
costs.  The market rate for equipment (by hour, day, 
week or month) of this nature can be found in one 
of two equipment rental books:  The Rental Rate 
Blue Book for Construction Equipment and The 
AED Greenbook.  The rates contactined in these 
books are generally in cxcess of the going market 
rental rate due to depreciation and other factors; 
therefore, it is typical for Owner’s to pay only 70-
80 percent of the rates listed.  Explicitly stating 
which manual will be used and at what percentage 
of reimbursement will give the Owner greater cost 
control.
  Contractor Overhead:  Associated with every 
project are indirect costs that a contractor assumes 
which are not billable to the Owner.  These are 
primarily home office costs, such as the salaries 
of back office executives, education, training, 
contractor association dues, business licenses, 
uniforms, construction or accounting software, etc.  
If your organization is unfamiliar with the difference 
between indirect costs and direct costs the rule of 
thumb is that only costs which occur at the project 
site should be reimbursable.  Obviously, it is to 
the contractor’s benefit to bill all costs in order to 
improve their overall profit margin.  When defining 
non- reimbursable costs of work be sure that your 
contract does not include contractor overhead.  
 Labor costs and labor burden:  If your 
contractor intends to self perform work, or there is 
likelihood that change orders may be forthcoming, 
it is beneficial for the Owner to know the hourly 
rates at which personnel will be reimbursed.  This is 
particularly true when change orders are executed 
on a time and material or cost plus basis.  Labor 
rates should be negotiated on the front end of the 
contract and a list of these rates should be included 
in the contract documents.  It is also important that 

the labor burden be established on the front end.  
The labor burden covers payroll costs such as FICA, 
State Unemployment Insurance (SUTA), Federal 
Unemployment insurance (FUTA), health insurance, 
dental insurance, and other employee benefit costs. 
Typically the labor burden is given as a percent of 
labor costs.  Contract language should be explicit 
as to what cost components comprise the labor 
burden.   
 Contractor Bonus:   Many Owners consider the 
payment of a bonus to be an overhead cost of the 
contractor.  However, if your organization should 
decide to pay a bonus to the contractor, it should be 
tied to a measure of performance and paid at the 
end of the contract; it should not be accrued or paid 
monthly as one of the labor burden components.  
Performance bonuses can be contingent upon 
objective criteria such as the 
contractor keeping the project 
on schedule (or finishing ahead 
of schedule), value engineering 
efforts (defined as cost saving 
recommendations presented to 
the Owner to keep costs down), 
or keeping change orders within a 
prescribed minimum.  The bonus 
can also be based on subjective 
criteria such as the ability of the 
contractor’s personnel to get 
along with Owner’s personnel 
and the contractor’s ability to 
manage subcontractors and the 
project with minimum problems 
or disruptions. 
 Monthly Payment Period:  
Everyone is familiar with the time 
value of money. Contractors want 
to be paid as soon as possible 
after submitting their monthly payment application 
or invoice.  Contracts should stipulate that the 
Owner will pay the contractor on a monthly basis, 
usually 25-30 days after receipt of their invoice and 
not more frequently.     
 Project transportation, fuel and repairs:  Most 
projects require the contractor to have one or more 
trucks on the job depending on the size of the 
project.  To help control the monthly cost of project 
transportation the contract should outline what 
transportation costs the Owner will reimburse.     
 Repairs of equipment:  Unless the contract 
states otherwise many contractors will attempt 
to pass the repair of their equipment on to the 
Owner.  However, the contractor is responsible for 
maintaining their equipment in good working order; 
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PROJECT COSTS.
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this cost should generally be considered contractor 
overhead not billable to the Owner.  If a contractor 
damages or breaks their equipment they are solely 
responsible for repair costs.  If a subcontractor 
should damage the general contractor’s equipment 
then the contractor should “backcharge” the 
subcontractor.  Language regarding the cost of 
repairing equipment needs to be included in the 
contract.  
 Workman’s compensation and general 
commercial liability insurance:  State and federal 
law requires contractors and subcontractors to 
carry workman’s compensation coverage in case 
of injury to their workers.  In addition, most Owners 
require the contractor and subcontractor’s to carry 
commercial general liability insurance.  The cost of 
these coverages is usually included in the definition 
of the cost of the work and therefore billable to 
the Owner.  However, if your organization has an 
ongoing capital expenditure program it may be less 
costly for the Owner to purchase these coverages 
on behalf of the contractor and subcontractors.  
Large corporations are able to leverage their size to 
obtain lower premium rates than those obtainable 
by general contractors or subcontractors.   
 If an Owner elects to implement this type of 
insurance initiative it is commonly referred to as 
an Owner Controlled Insurance Program (OCIP).  If 
your company has embarked on a long term project 
or capital expenditure program the cost savings of 
OCIP can be significant.  Contract documents will 
need to include terms and conditions regarding the 
OCIP initiative.  
 Retention:  Most construction projects include 
a clause regarding retainage.  Typically an Owner 
subtracts a percentage of the contractor’s invoice 
each month as a “holdback” to ensure that the 
contractors performs diligently through the end of 
the project, at which time the contract is paid in full.  
The amount typically retained each month is 10 
percent.  If your organization is retaining anything 
less then you are losing the time value of money.   
 Mark up on mark up:   It is customary in the 
construction industry for the contractor to not “mark 
up a mark up”.  For instance, when self performing 
work on a project the contractor will not bill the 
owner for a mark up on a change order as well as 
adding an overhead and profit fee.  The contract 
documents should ensure that your organization 
will not be billed such a mark up.    
 Change orders:  Change orders typically 
include the cost of equipment, materials, and labor.  
It may also include an additional percentage cost 
for general conditions or performance and payment 

bond costs.  Contract documents should stipulate 
what these percentages will be.  Change orders 
should also reflect a “credit” for the original scope 
of work which was changed.  
 Payroll Costs:   Many contractors can turn FUTA, 
SUTA, and FICA payroll costs for their employees 
into a profit center.  How?  Once the annual 
state or federal maximums are reached for an 
individual employee during the course of the year 
the contractor continues to bill the Owner for these 
costs.  Contract documents should state that once 
federal or state maximums are reached that these 
costs will no longer be billed to the Owner.   
 Legal costs or consulting costs:  Many contracts 
stipulate that the Owner is responsible to pay for the 
cost of attorneys or consultants that the contractor 
may need.  Contract documents should stipulate 
that these costs must be approved in writing by the 
Owner and that both parties must agree on which 
attorneys or consultants will be engaged.    
 Scheduling costs:  On most projects the 
contractor must supply the Owner with a monthly 
construction schedule.  This schedule reflects 
whether the project is “on time” and when the 
project will be completed.  It is helpful for the 
contract language to discern whether the Owner 
will pay for the schedule on a monthly or lump sum 
basis and what these costs will be.     
 Field office costs:  Many construction projects 
require that the owner pay for one or more field 
trailers  at the construction site for the contractor 
to have an office from which to work.  Oftentimes 
the contractor furnishes the trailer with furniture, 
fixtures, equipment, phone system, and office 
supplies.  In addition to these costs contractors will 
attempt to bill an owner for non essential items or 
their home office costs.  It is important in controlling 
cost that the contract list those expenses for which 
the contractor will be reimbursed.  For furniture and 
other office equipment the contract should stipulate 
that the contractor should maintain an inventory 
of these items and that they become the property 
of the Owner upon completion of the project (or 
alternately the contractor may purchase them 
directly or sell them on behalf of the Owner).
 Job completion:  Most projects receive a 
Certificate of Final Completion from the local 
building authorities once the project is completed 
at which point the Owner can occupy the building.  
Contractors often attempt to “stretch” the time of 
a project after completion, particularly if they do 
not have other projects to which they can assign 
their personnel.  Contract documents should state 
that the contractor should remove all personnel 
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(407) 522-8804 or (407) 340-5204 for further information.

and equipment as soon as is practicable after 
the Certificate of Final Completion is received.  
Depending on the size and complexity of the project 
60 days is not uncommon.  
 
Getting Started on the Review of Business Terms 
and Conditions
 
 Given the business terms and conditions 
enumerated in this article, what is the best way for 
your organization to draft a contract that’s in their 
favor?  I recommend starting with the American 
Institute of Architect’s (AIA’s) standard contractual 
documents, which include lump sum, GMP, and cost 
plus arrangements plus standard general condition 
agreements.  These documents have been used in 
the construction industry for over 100 years, have 
been tested in the courts, are fair to both parties, 
and cover many of the items mentioned in this 
article.  If your architect is a member of the AIA they 
have access to these documents.  
These documents can also be found 
at the AIA website (www.aia.org).  
Once your organization selects 
the correct documents for your 
construction project then have your 
attorney customize them to best suit 
your situation.  

Conclusion

 While all of the business terms 
and conditions mentioned in this 
article have cost savings implications 
they all need to be negotiated with the 
general contractor before the contract 
is signed.  Your organization may not 
“win” all of the negotiations but 
firm, frank discussions between the 
contractor and your project manager, 
attorney, contract administrator, 
or executive staff can potentially 
save your organization significant 
construction costs.  Having a clearly 
defined cost of work will also avoid 
differences of opinion between the 
contractor and your organization as to 
what is reimbursable and what is not.  
 Generally the rule of thumb 
is that 1-3 percent of the cost of 
construction projects is overbilled 
and therefore recoverable.  The 
reasons are manifold:  the contract 
did not properly define the cost of 

work, the contract was silent about certain costs, 
the contractor was able include non reimbursable 
costs in their billings, or the attorney or Owner’s 
executive staff was just not familiar enough with 
the construction industry to “tilt” the cost savings 
language in their favor.  As an auditor this is where 
you may now be able to add value and help your 
company control the cost of the project.  §

 Ron Risner is President of Risner Consulting 
Group, Inc., a construction consulting and audit 
services firm based in Orlando.  For further 
information contract the firm’s website at 
www.risnerconsulting.com.
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